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Top 10 Political Series To
Binge During Lockdown
By Riva Patel
Adjunct Professor, USLM
Social distancing and self- isolation are an effective way to keep the COVID-19 virus at bay.
Restaurants, malls and cinemas are shut and many of us are working from home to keep a safe
distance from the pandemic. While this is necessary, we cannot deny the boredom that comes
along with it. However, this isn’t the time to sulk! There are plenty of web series available to us
and here are the top 10 political web series to look out for. Stream on!

HOUSE OF CARDS
House of Cards is a political thriller featuring Frank
Underwood (Kevin Spacey) as a ruthless politician who exacts
vengeance on those who betrayed him. Along with his equally
manipulative wife Claire Underwood (Robin Wright), he is
determined to climb the political hierarchy in Washington D.C.
all the way to the top.

Streaming on: NETFLIX

DESIGNATED SURVIVOR
Tom Kikrman (Kiefer Sutherland), serving as a low level cabinet
member, suddenly finds himself as the President of the United
States when the entire government is wiped out during a terrorist
attack on Capitol Hill during the State of the Union address.
Navigating the country during the aftermath, along with
balancing his own and his family’s expectations, he also has an
enormous task of finding the people responsible for the attack.

Streaming on: NETFLIX
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MADAM SECRETARY
A political drama that delivers a remarkable mix of
domestic and foreign policies of the United States while also
balancing enough drama to show the domestic front of the
Secretary of State. It tackles real world problems such an
tensions with Russia, dirty bombs, Boko Haram, a nuclear
Iran and also the India-Pakistan conflict. Featuring Tea
Leoni as the Secretary, the creators have managed to rope
in a large cast, all with meaningful plotlines.

Streaming on: AMAZON PRIME

HOMELAND
This spy thriller series features Carrie Mathison (Claire
Danes) as a bipolar CIA agent who is at the top of her
game. She is convinced that a decorated war hero, Marine
Sergeant Nicholas Brody (Damian Lewis) is a threat to
national security and will go to any lengths to prove that.
Former U.S President Barack Obama is a known to be a fan
of the show.

Streaming on: HOTSTAR
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QUANTICO
Alex Parish (Priyanka Chopra) joins the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) and soon becomes a prime suspect of a
terrorist attack on Grand Central Terminal in New York.
Quantico shuffles between two timelines – one in the
present where Alex is trying to prove she’s innocent and the
other one in the past where she’s training with her fellow
recruits. Chopra became the first South Asian to play the
lead in an American network drama series.

Streaming on: NETFLIX

THE CROWN
This series is a testament to good writing. The Crown is a
historical drama series following the political and personal
life of Queen Elizabeth II from her younger years to the 21st
century. It is an excellent combination of history, politics and
drama and humanises the monarchy and makes it
relatable.

Streaming on: NETFLIX
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DIRTY MONEY
Oscar Award winning director Alex Gibney brings to you this
docuseries, which provides an unprecedented view of
corporate and political corruption in the world of business.
Each episode focuses on one case study of corruption and
involves interviews of key players involved. The series is
destined for scandal and outrage, providing us a peak at
the tip of the ice berg of fraudulent and corrupt behaviour.

Streaming on: NETFLIX

VEEP
Veep is an American political satirical comedy series
following the public and private life of Vice President Selina
Meyer (Julia Louis-Dreyfus) and her staff. The series features
the VP putting out political fires and does everything within
her limited powers to improve her dysfunctional relationship
with the President.

Streaming on: HOTSTAR
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CHERNOBYL
Chernobyl is a historical miniseries dramatizing the 1986
nuclear accident – which is said to be the worst man made
catastrophe in history. It tells us the story of the hidden
figures of the disaster – the men and women who worked
tirelessly and made incredible personal sacrifices to save the
rest of Europe from disaster that was sure to follow, all the
while fighting the culture of disinformation which the
government was determined to encourage.

Streaming on: HOTSTAR

INSIDE THE MOSSAD
Not based on fiction, Inside the Mossad is a documentary
where former agents of Mossad – Israel’s foreign
intelligence agency – reveal details of their top secret
missions which until now were classified. For years the
agency and its members were sealed off from media
attention, but this is the first time we get a first hand account
of the greatest and most mysterious intelligence agency of
the world.

Streaming on: NETFLIX

Forced Positivity And Forswearing
Freewill: Are They Two Sides Of
The Same Coin?
Mimansha Joshi
Semester 6, USLM
We all have come across the word ‘Positivity’ in our
regular conversation. The reason behind this is the
strong cultural focus upon being positive. However, we
always neglect the fact that being positive is making us
less resilient, just like not having control on your own
Free Will can be problematic. This can affect
decision-making, one of the most important life skills.
So, here we are left with a very important question
usually neglected in the course of our busy lives — are
these two seemingly different topics actually related? Are
the social pressure of maintaining positivity and difficulty
in taking voluntary decision two sides of the same coin?
Forcing a person to think positively, according to
Harvard University psychologists, would not make you
happy. Negative emotions such as anger, sadness, guilt
etc. are beacons of our values. We get angry or sad
about things that we really care about. Neglecting such
emotions will only make it worse. Positivity is less about
faking emotions and more about hoping for a better
future. On the other hand, neglecting the power of free
will can disrupt the agent’s ability to decide, an
important life skill employed and necessitated in daily
lives. Disowning one’s free will often result in high stress
levels and these stress levels govern the measure of
productivity. On both the occasions, the person gets
insipid of productivity and turns into an apathetic soul to
create anything novel and innovative even if it has to
deal with something that they look forward to or are
interested in. On extreme situations, the person having
this problem loses their will to compete or participate in
almost anything ranging from participating in a game to
doing better projects than classmates or producing
better work in office than colleagues. The conditions
mentioned above are very common among young
adults. They tend to feel guilty about having completely
normal feelings which are not-so-positive.

Being emotionally honest with your family, friends,
colleagues, classmates and oneself through real-life
experiences is highly beneficial for improvement of
psychological health. Being honest about your
opinions and life circumstances already saves us from
much trouble. And now as this debate is coming to
conclusion, you may well have figured out that forced
positivity is adequately influential to steal Free Will from
you. If you are neglecting your emotions simply to put
up a positive persona, you may lose the ability to
choose, think, and act of your own accord. If you
believe that as a responsible agent of all your steps in
life and to discard the idea that your actions are
determined by destiny then instead of showcasing a
positive façade, you should pay attention to individual
likes, dislikes, choices and feelings.

The Politics Of Justice Within
Borders: A Cosmopolitan
Perspective
Author: Dr. Udayprakash Sharma
Assistant Professor, USLM
Justice for ages has remained within the purview of
the domestic realm of the state. Unjust events
occurring outside of the border of a particular state
do not concern it since these are foreign affairs. But
what we fail to address is that the principles of
justice are not only relevant within the domestic
region of the state but as well as in the International
arena. Unjustness outside the borders of the states
informs the structure of justice within their domestic
space. In fact the realm or the structure of the
domestic justice is shaped by the events taking
place in the International Arena.
For Instance, the outbreak of Coronavirus Disease
2019 (COVID-19) first identified in Wuhan City,
Hubei Province, China, which later spread to 37
international locations including cases in the United
States. On January 30, 2020, the International
Health Regulations Emergency Committee of the
World Health Organization declared the outbreak a
“public health emergencies of international
concern” (PHEIC). On January 31, 2020, United
States Secretary of Health and Human Services,
Alex M. Azar II declared a public health emergency
(PHE) for the United States to aid the nation’s
healthcare community in responding to COVID-19.
This particular issue brought the state actors
together to cooperate and coordinate with each
other in order to face the Coronavirus crisis. The
International state actors came together as a united
front to address a common problem faced by them
i.e. Coronavirus 2019. This one particular example
makes us rethink that when we can come together
to face a problem like Coronavirus 2019 then why
the issues of injustice, discrimination, migration,
inequality, poverty, human-trafficking which seem
to be perpetual problems, unlike Coronavirus, stop

us from collaborating with each other in the International space
and rethink of an approach which is inclusive and not exclusive.
The word ‘cosmopolitan’, which derives from the Greek word
kosmopolitēs (‘citizen of the world’), has been used to describe
a wide variety of important views in moral and socio-political
philosophy. The nebulous core shared by all cosmopolitan
views is the idea that all human beings, regardless of their
political affiliation, are (or can and should be) citizens in a
single community.
State actors coming together to deal with Coronavirus is a great
example of cosmopolitanism. It develops a hope and paves the
way for possible collaboration between state actors to address
the issues of poverty, discrimination, migration, injustice,
inequality etc. and provide a resolve to eradicate such
problems. In this way, the issue of addressing the instances of
injustices in the International arena may become easy to
resolve in the domestic space of the states if we have a
cosmopolitan approach towards looking at the International
relations and motive to resolve some common problems that
we all share.

Review:
The Palace of Illusions
By Nitika Amin
Semester VI student, USLM
The Palace of Illusions: A Novel was written in 2008 by
Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni, an award-winning novelist
and poet, and was published by Picador. She is an
Indian-American author who was born and brought up
in India, and moved to the United States for
post-graduation. The novel is an interpretation of the
Mahabharata through Draupadi’s view, the wife of the
five Pandava brothers - heroes of the epic. The first
person narration of Draupadi undermines the
stereotypical perception of women in the Indian culture.
Through Draupadi, Divakaruni also presents both the
patriarchal and the feminist voices, combining the
traditional themes of Mahabharata with questions of a
female identity. Through various interpretations of the
epic, Draupadi has often been portrayed in a slightly
negatively light. Many Hindus believe that it was her
indignant actions that brought the destruction of
Dwapara Yug however, Divakaruni portrays her as a
woman who is trying to be independent and an equal to
the men around her rather than being subservient. In
this novel, Divakaruni uncovers the story that lies
invisible between the lines of the men’s exploits in
Mahabharata i.e., Draupadi’s point of view.

wants out of her life is made obvious to the reader. She
wants to know the world much more than the society
allows a woman to. She seeks the education that her
brother gets, but she is denied. Draupadi’s awareness of
the patriarchal bias against her adds a layer to the
retelling. She has a conscious desire to change her name
from Draupadi - Drupad’s daughter - to something of her
own, befitting a person who would change the course of
history. The reader relates to the desire for growth and
one’s own destiny independent from others that all women
have in their mind. Through multiple instances in the novel
the author presents how eavesdropping is one of the only
uncensored acquisition of knowledge for woman.
Draupadi has a yearning to know about what is
happening in the world beyond her side of the palace, but
no one talks to her about things as such areas of
discussion are not deemed appropriate for a princess. It is
mostly through eavesdropping that she gains knowledge
about statecraft, warfare and politics, and that too limited.
It’s interesting to note that while Draupadi continues
challenging patriarchal traditions, she also has some
subtle ingrained thought process and behaviourism that
are influenced by the norms of the society.

The novel can be looked at as a feminist criticism to the
traditional telling of Mahabharata. A feminist criticism
calls for equal rights for women in a political, economic,
social, psychological, personal and aesthetic sense. It
posits that, thematically, female readers should identity
with the female characters and their concerns in any
text. Feminist criticism can be divided into two distinct
types -the first being concerned with emphasis on
women as a reader of male produced literature and the
second being where the women is the producer of
literary texts. Like many other Indian women writers
Divakaruni explores the female subjectivity and
women’s struggle for their identities.From the beginning
of the text, the conflict between the patriarchal norms
and practices, and what Draupadi

For instance, when she says “I too wanted him to be
dazzled by all their treasures-including myself their crown
possession” during the preparations for the Kaurava visit
to Indraprastha, her palace. In such instances, Divakaruni
very realistically portrays the all pervasive nature of the
patriarchal mindset that is so ingrained in us that even
those trying to oppose it have some unconscious
biases/stigma. Through Draupadi, Divakaruni continues
to challenge the overt patriarchal subjugation towards
woman. In one of the instances in the early chapters,
Draupadi raises a sharp opinion on patriarchy when she
remarks on the tutor’s idea on reincarnation - “Dhri’s tutor
was of the opinion that virtuous women were sent directly
into their next birth, where, if they were lucky, they
reincarnated as men.
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But I thought that if lokas exists at all, good women
would surely go to one where men were not allowed so
that they could be finally free of male demand”. The
concept of love and marriage, and the fact that at times
they can be exclusive of each other, has also been
addressed by Divakaruni. Polygamy was not an out of
the norm practice in the time of the kings. It was a
common practice for kings to have more than one wife.
However, there are no stories depicting the problems
faced by the wives and the husband - the jealousy or the
conflicts. No stories mentioning the emotional desires of
the wives, the society restricts the duties of women to two
things - giving birth and supporting their husband. The
challenges of a polyamorous marriage are further
explored in the novel when the Pandavas ‘take’
individual wives. The traditional narrative of
Mahabharata emphasize on the need of these mariages
while this retelling presents on Draupadi’s displeasure
as well. Additionally, this retelling also sheds light on
Draupadi’s reluctance to get married to all five of the
brothers.
This is seen in the lines “I finally began to see what the
wily Kunti had in her mind when she insisted that I was
to be married to all of them, and though they never
made my heart beat widely, the way I’d hoped as a girl,
I committed myself totally to the welfare of the
Pandavas”. An addition that Divakaruni made to this
retelling of Mahabharata is Draupadi’s feelings and
attraction towards Karna. At various instances Draupadi
refers to the feelings she has for Karna, in the chapter
‘Grandfather’ "I confess, in spite of the vows I made
each day to forget Karna, to be a better wife to the
Pandavas, I longed to see him again" and at the end of
it all in ‘Snow’ - “Karna would never have abandoned
me thus. He would have stayed back and held my hand
until we both perished. He would have happily given up
heaven for my sake". The entirety of the portrayal of the
concepts of love and marriage in this text shows a
distinct divorce of love from marriage which was not

thought of when talking about marriages portrayed in the
ancient epics. Divakaruni also comments on the so called
boon that Draupadi received from a sage - regaining
virginity every time she walked through a fire before going
to the next brother each year. The importance of the bride
being a virgin is still very important in the Indian society. In
this retelling, Draupadi posits an alternative for what this
boon could be - “If the sage had cared to inquire, I’d have
requested the gift of forgetting, and so that when I went to
each brother I’d have requisitioned that Arjuna be my first
husband. He was the only one of the Pandavas I felt I
could have fallen in love with.” “If he had loved me back,
I might have been able to push aside my regrets about
Karna and find some semblance of happiness”
Some of the viewpoints expressed by Divakaruni in the text
can also be seen in the characteristics of second wave
feminism which began in United States in the early 1960s.
At that time women did not go for jobs because of their
domestic duties. Chores like cooking, cleaning and
bringing up children were considered as their primary
work. This lack of exposure to the outside world made their
life estranged from politics, economy and law making. The
after effects of Second World War triggered the second
wave feminism. Due to the war women were given the
industrial work and later they started to protest for equality.
Simon de Beauvoir’s The Second Sex published in 1949
contributed to the rise of the second wave of the feminist
movement. She said "one is not born, but rather becomes
a woman." This points to the societal norms and standards
determining the gender role that a woman has to perform.
This social construction of a woman can be seen
throughout the The Palace of Illusions, especially in the
childhood chapters. Draupadi was always interested in
fulfilling her destiny of changing the course of history and
learning about the world around her. But she became a
woman (as per the society’s definition of how a woman
should be) through a series of grooming and tutors hired
specifically to ‘correct her interests’.
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The text also addresses the social subjugation between
the various classes of the society. The social divide
among classes has especially been depicted through the
interactions of Dhai Ma and Draupadi. Dhai Ma
introduces Draupadi to the societal norms and makes
her aware of the different sets of codes of conduct fit for
a princess and how they are different from how a maid
belonging to a lower class is supposed to behave. In
instances when Draupadi tries to get involved in Dhai
Ma’s chores, she stops her and reminds her of the
difference in social construct of classes. Thus, while
Divakaruni is addressing the treatment of women in a
patriarchal society, she also focuses on the subjugation
of the lower classes and castes in a male dominated
society. Throughout the novel Divakaruni addresses
several issues such as skin colour, caste system, war,
power, womanliness, brotherhood, valour and tries to
interpret them through the eyes of a woman. However,
Draupadi’s explorative thoughts hardly delve deep
enough to form a solid opinion of her own. When some
of the issues come up later in the story, her ideological
stance on it falters.

For example, in the chapter titled ‘Cosmology’, Draupadi
thinks about war and says she would teach the men in her
life to search for other ways to find glory or get revenge
because war wasn’t necessary, but when she feels
humiliated in Duryodhan’s court, she seeks retribution
through war.
What makes The Palace if Illusions interesting is that
Divakaruni portrays the stories of the female characters as
conscious choices made by them and not as roles given
out by men in their lives and followed blindly. These
women chose the lives that they lived, even if some of the
choices were affected by the patriarchal structure
ingrained in them. The novel is a contrast of defiance and
traditional beliefs, both often held by the same person.
That is the aspect that makes it more realistic, Draupadi’s
defiance to the prejudice in the external world and the
internal conflict in the mind between what she wants to do
and what she is supposed to or expected to do. This
conflict with the self and the world around is probably
something that today’s readers of this retelling of
Mahabharata may be able to relate to.
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The soft warrior. Everyone shows the soft
outside but from inside they are warriors,
fighting their own battles like a lion.

Every tiara has a story; one should be
a good listener
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